In vitro development of a hemangioblast from a human embryonic stem cell, SNUhES#3.
Recent reports demonstrated that a hemangioblast population emerged during hematopoietic development in both mouse and human embryonic stem cell (hESC) differentiation cultures. In this study, a new uncharacterized hESC line, SNUhES#3, was studied for its capacity to proliferate with STO cells and differentiate into hemangioblasts in co-culture with OP9 cells. We were able to obtain CD34(+)CD45(-) cells from SNUhES#3 cells after 12 days of in vitro culture, and this cell population could be maximized to 12.6% of the total. These cells, derived from SNUhES#3, showed the morphology of hematopoietic precursor cells and endothelial lineage cells with high efficiency. Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis showed that the hematopoietic markers CD34, GATA2, and LMO2 were co-expressed with the endothelial marker CD31 from day 8, whereas ES cell marker OCT4 no longer existed at an early stage. Moreover, we found that the efficacy of colony forming by SNUhES#3 cells is better than that of H9 cells. These findings provide evidence that SNUhES#3 cells can be used as an established human ESC line, and co-culture with OP9 can induce SNUhES#3 cells to differentiate into hemangioblasts, the common precursors of the hematopoietic and endothelial lineages.